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Abstract
In the context of wireless network simulation, many simulators are capable of evaluating the performance of
single-channel network protocols, but they need many modifications to be able to simulate multi-radio multi-channel
networks. We address the problem of simulating channel assignment protocols for multi-radio wireless mesh
networks in ns-3 simulator, providing the essential steps needed to simulate a channel assignment protocol. In
addition, we explain the details of simulating the Semi-dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment (SICA)
protocol as an example. We use SICA as a reference to address the challenges of validating and verifying the
simulation model. To validate the channel assignment model in SICA, we use mathematical validation based on
Markov chains. Furthermore, we propose a novel automated test module to verify the simulation process.
Keywords: Network simulation; ns-3; Channel assignment; Mesh networks; Markov model; Validation; Verification
1 Introduction
Wireless mesh networks (WMN) will be the next self-
configuring backhaul providing Internet access for last
mile users throughmulti-hop forwarding (Figure 1). Mesh
networks however suffer from wireless interference due
to the broadcast nature of the wireless media that may
degrade their performance significantly.
Multi-radio WMNs are able to offer higher net-
work capacity using different non-overlapping channels
provided by IEEE 802.11 standards in the unlicensed
bands [1]. Although there are several non-overlapping
channels available, the number of channels that can be
used simultaneously by a single node is limited by the
number of radio interfaces installed on the node. There-
fore, a mechanismwhich selects the best channel, in terms
of interference, among all available channels, is needed
in order to achieve the maximum possible network
performance.
Technical solutions for multi-hop wireless networks
are being specified in IEEE 802.11s [2]. IEEE 802.11s is
developed as an extension of the successful IEEE 802.11
standard for WLANs (wireless local area networks) [1].
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IEEE 802.11s defines the mesh operation in a single chan-
nel although multi-radio mesh routers can form different
meshes. The connection between different meshes is pro-
vided via bridging. Mesh routers can initiate the channel
switching mechanism which moves the mesh, or part of
it, to another channel. The routers which do not want
to follow the channel switch request may join another
mesh. Channel switching may help mesh routers to avoid
the external interference but does not reduce the internal
interference between routers which belong to the same
mesh basic service set (MBSS), since it moves the MBSS
to another channel. However, frequent channel switch-
ing may degrade the mesh performance due to the high
overheads that it implies [3].
In multi-radio mesh networks, channel assignment
(CA) is a mechanism which tries to find a feasible map-
ping between wireless channels and radio interfaces at
each node with the aim of maximizing the capacity of the
network.
A channel assignment solution must satisfy the follow-
ing conditions to be feasible:
• The number of channels assigned to a node must be
equal or less than the number of radio interfaces it
has.
• The neighboring nodes must have at least a radio at a
common channel to be able to communicate with
each other.
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Figure 1Multi-radio wireless mesh network.
Based on the time duration between consecutive runs of
the channel assignment protocol, CAs are categorized as
static, dynamic, and semi-dynamic [3].
Most of the CAs proposed in the literature fall into static
category [4-13], where nodes tune their radios to cer-
tain channels permanently. Static CAs are easy to deploy
but unsuccessful to cope with the changes in the wireless
environment [4].
Dynamic channel assignments [14,15], on the other
hand, enforce the nodes to switch their interface dynami-
cally from one channel to another between successive data
transmissions. Therefore, they require tight synchroniza-
tions among nodes. Dynamic approaches are only used
for single radio nodes working over multiple frequencies,
since they cannot exploit the advantages of multi-radio
networks [3].
Static CAs can be easily extended to be semi-
dynamic [16-26] if the node refreshes the channels
assigned to the radios on a regular time period. Semi-
dynamic CAs adapt fast to the changes in the traffic
pattern and the interference on the wireless medium from
both internal and external sources. However, to maintain
the network connectivity, neighboring nodes are sup-
posed to share a common channel [16,27].
Hybrid CAs apply a semi-dynamic channel assignment
to the fixed radio interface of each multi-radio node while
the other radio is controlled dynamically. Wireless nodes
which use hybrid CAs may not share a common chan-
nel with their neighbors, since the dynamic radio switches
to the channel of the neighboring nodes to make the
connection.
Implementing a multi-radio multi-channel mesh net-
work is very challenging due to the following reasons:
• The transmitting and receiving antennas installed on
a single mesh node should be separated enough to
reduce the noise of the transmitter on its own
receiver [27,28].
• The current 802.11 commodity devices suffer
interference caused from non-overlapping
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frequencies over each other due to lack of prefect
filtering at the antenna [28].
• The media access control (MAC) layer of the IEEE
802.11 standard should be modified to support
channel assignment mechanisms [3].
• The routing protocol must be modified to take the
advantage of the underlying channel
assignment [6,16,17,27].
Channel assignment mechanisms are usually evalu-
ated via simulations due to the multiple considera-
tions and complex scenarios required to evaluate them
[7-10,13,22-25]. However, most of the current net-
work simulators do not support multi-radio routers nor
dynamic re-configuration of the radio interface, requiring
modifications into their core level to allow the evaluation
of CA mechanisms [29].
ns-3 [30] is a young simulator which allows the wire-
less mesh nodes to be equipped with more than one radio
interface and makes it possible to change the frequency of
the radio during the simulation run time. Although those
features are necessary in order to simulate a multi-radio
multi-channel network, they are not enough for simulat-
ing hybrid or dynamic CAmechanisms. Multi-radio mesh
networks simulated in ns-3 based on the recently pub-
lished standard, IEEE 802.11s [2], are assumed to share
common channels. The ns-3 modules for IEEE 802.11s
can be used to simulate static or semi-dynamic CAs, but
they are insufficient for dynamic or hybrid CA. As in IEEE
802.11s, the peer links are formed over common chan-
nels, and the peer management protocol must be changed
to be able to send beacons for neighboring mesh points
which do not share any common channel. This modifica-
tion is incompatible with the IEEE 802.11s standard which
assumes that mesh points operate in a single channel [2].
According to the IEEE 802.11s standard, multi-radio sta-
tions form different meshes on different channels, which
are unified in a single LAN using the layer 2 bridging. We
consider the problem of simulating hybrid CAs without
restricting our work to IEEE 802.11s mesh networks.
In this work, we show in detail how to simulate a
hybrid channel assignment protocol using ns-3 simulator
without any need to modify the simulator’s source code
(Section 2). This work is the first step in clarifying the
necessary components and considerations for building a
dynamic/hybrid CA in ns-3. Furthermore, we have also
focused on the validation and verification mechanisms for
simulation-based studies, which are the two aspects that
have not yet been considered by the research community
when it comes to implement the CA mechanism. We use
the simulator version 3.9 released on August 2011. As a
specific example, we present the simulation of the channel
assignment proposed in [25,26] (Section 3). This exam-
ple is used to explain the simulation verification and the
validation of the CA model (Sections 4 and 5). A brief
summary of other CA protocols proposed in the literature
which could also be implemented following the presented
approach is described in Section 6, and conclusions are
presented in Section 7.
2 Simulation components for multi-radiomesh
networks
In this section, we introduce the required extensions to
ns-3 simulator [30] for simulating hybrid CAmechanisms.
These extensions include the basic functions on top of
which the CA mechanism can be implemented, in addi-
tion to presenting how to simulate external interference
for adaptive CAs.
2.1 Multi-radio wireless nodes
Multi-radio wireless mesh nodes are the required basic
building blocks of the simulation scenarios. Figure 2
shows a wireless mesh node equipped with several radio
interfaces.
The figure depicts a general cross-layer channel assign-
ment protocol that interacts with the components of the
simulation: traffic generators, routing protocol, and the
channel sensing mechanism.
In Program 1, it can be seen how to make a multi-radio
node (MRNode) in ns-3, where I is the number of radio
interfaces which must be installed on a node. Note that in
ns-3, a unique ID starting from 0 is automatically assigned
to each radio interface.
Table 1 shows a sample configuration of the MAC and
physical layers, which makes IEEE 802.11a-based radio
interfaces. The radio propagation model is set to the fixed
range propagation model with a maximum range equal to
250 m. We also define a single transmission rate equal to
6 Mbps for data and control packet transmission. Note
that this configuration is not fixed and it can be set to
any of the propagation and channel loss models that ns-3
supports [30].
Lines 8 and 9 of Program 1 show how any other object
(CA mechanism, routing protocol, etc.) is created and
aggregated to the wireless mesh node. Figure 3 shows the
class diagram of a node in ns-3.
Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.3 provide a brief explanation
of the components which must be added to the multi-
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Figure 2 Node object.
radio node to make it possible to simulate the channel
assignment mechanism.
2.2 Network devices
2.2.1 Configuring the radio interface
ns-3 indicates each channel with a unique ID, which starts
from 0. By default, the channel assigned to all radios in
a node is set to 0. To re-configure the channel assigned
to a radio interface, a node has to change the ID of the
default channel in the physical layer of the radio interface.
All channels in ns-3 are supposed to be non-overlapping.
Program 2 shows the process of assigning channel c to
the first radio interface (netDevice) installed onMRNode.
Note that if the interface is busy due to sending or
receiving, it is not possible to switch to another frequency.
Program 2 checks the status of the device (line 5) before
setting the new channel.
It is also possible to acquire the remaining time until
the device gets idle (line 9) and set the channel afterwards
(line 11).
2.2.2 Data service components
To transmit packets in a multi-radio multi-channel archi-
tecture, where wireless nodes use a dynamic or hybrid
CA, some extra tasks must be done to acquire the chan-
nel on which the packets must be sent, in addition to
computing the time for switching a radio interface to the
desired channel. Figure 4 shows the main process that a
node follows to deliver packets on the presented multi-
radio multi-channel architecture. It comprises three steps:
destination channel query, time stamp assignment, and
packet queueing.
Unlike single-channel networks, a node in a multi-
channel architecture needs to consider the possibility of
having next hop neighbors on different channels. There-
fore, to forward a packet, a wireless mesh node needs to
Table 1 Physical andMAC layer configuration
Parameter name Description Sample value
Standard MAC and physical layer standard ns3::WIFI_PHY_STANDARD_80211a
PropagationDelay The propagation delay between the specified source and destination ns3::ConstantSpeedPropagationDelayModel
PropagationLoss Modalize the propagation loss through a transmission medium ns3::RangePropagationLossModel
MaxRange Radio range 250 m
RemoteStationManager Data and control packets transmission rate ns3::ConstantRateWifiManager
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Figure 4 Data services for channel assignment mechanism.
know the channel on which it can send the packet, in
addition to the address of the next hop mesh node.
The Destination Channel Query function finds the
channel on which the packet must be sent. A Packet
Queuing mechanism buffers packets and keeps them until
the sender switches one radio interface to the correspond-
ing destination channel. To avoid saturation in a given
queue, the packets that have been waiting for a period of
time exceeding a certain threshold are dropped from the
queue. For such purpose, a time stamp is assigned to each
new arriving packet and used as a reference to drop the
packets.
a. Destination Channel Query: Multi-radio nodes keep the
following information about their neighbors in addition to
their address:
• The number of radio interfaces a node has
• The channel assigned to each radio interface
• At which time each node will switch from one
channel to another
• At which time each node can receive packets on each
channel.
The mentioned information is kept in the Neighbor
Table. To forward a packet, a node gets the receiving
channel of the next hop neighbor. With this information,
the node can tune a radio to that channel and send the
pending packets.
Nodes use control messages to update the information
about their neighbors in the Neighbor Table. This is nec-
essary for the adaptive channel allocation mechanisms,
where a node changes the channel of its radio interface
frequently.
Every time that a node informs its neighbors about
switching the channel of its radio interface, the neighbors
will update the entry in the Neighbor Table.
In a multi-channel architecture, nodes may need to
monitor the available channels to acquire the list of busy
channels. When forwarding a packet, the node should
make sure that the receiver is not in the monitoring mode.
Therefore, the node needs to keep the next monitoring
period for all of its neighbors to avoid initializing any
transmission.
Program 3 shows an entry of the Neighbor Table.
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b. Time Stamp Assignment: Nodes must time stamp the
packets waiting to be sent over a certain channel; in case
the destination channel is busy, the older packets must be
discarded to avoid saturation. Therefore, it is possible to
control the length of the buffers.
The time stamp assigned to each packet is equal to the
time at which the packet was received from the routing
agent (Tenqueu(p)). We define Twait(p) as the maximum
amount of time that a packet is allowed to stay in the
buffer before it is transmitted over the wireless media.
To remove the old packets, a node checks the current
time of the system (Tcurrent) and deletes those packets that
Tcurrent > Tenqueu(p) + Twait(p).
To avoid the queues from getting saturated in high
traffic rate, nodes may select a smaller value for Twait(p).
c. Data Queuing: In multi-radio multi-channel networks,
the number of available frequencies is bigger than the
number of radio interfaces at each router (|C| > I). There-
fore, the neighboring nodes may set their antennas over
different channels. A wireless mesh node which has traf-
fic for more than one neighbor, might need to switch to
different channels to be able to deliver its packets to the
next hop. During the time that a node transmits data over
a channel, packets destined for other channels must be
buffered to be sent later.
We create sequential first-in, first-out queues for buffer-
ing packets in ns-3 for different channels. Each queue
corresponds to one of the available channels. The defined
queues have the ability to eliminate the old packets auto-
matically as described in Section 2.2.2.
Table 2 shows the fields of each element of the queue
with a brief description.
2.3 External interference and channel sensing
Simulating two separate wireless networks which inter-
fere with each other is not possible in ns-3. Different
wireless networks simulated in the same scenario do not
have any effect over each other since ns-3 treated them
separately.
For an adaptive channel assignment, we have a scenario
where each channel is occupied by different amounts
of interference. Nodes estimate the amount of interfer-
ence through sensing or monitoring all channels at the
Table 2 Packet buffer elements
Element Description
Packet type The type of the packet: data or control
Packet A pointer to the packet
Expire time The time at which the packet expires and should be
dropped
same time [16,22]. Simulating this scenario is possible
only if the interference threshold is set separately for each
channel.
To simulate the external interference in ns-3, we can
consider the external interference as it was noise, and
therefore, we can model it by properly adjusting the noise
figure and the error rate parameter for each radio inter-
face [30]. However, using this approach, we are not able
to differentiate between the signal propagation, the noise
effects, and the external interference, which introduces
an unnecessary complexity to understand the results,
as we can simply avoid by developing an independent
module.
Therefore, to simulate the external interference on wire-
less channels, we have created an Interference Emulator
for each channel (Program 4). The Interference Emulator
is based on a semi-Markov model of the possible channel
status (Figure 5), where the status of a channel is consid-
ered as either Busy or Idle. The expected idle duration
(Tidle) of a random variable that follows an exponential
distribution with rate μ is given by
FTidle(t) = 1 − e−μt . (1)
The emulator keeps the channel Busy for a prede-
fined period of time (BusyDuration) according to IEEE
802.11k [31]. The duration of Idle state is determined
using an exponential random variable with themean equal
toMeanIdleTime.
In the constructor (line 8 of Program 4), a timer is ini-
tialized to call the ChangeStatus function when it expires.
Initially, the delay of the timer is set to an exponen-
tially distributed random variable with the mean equal to
MeanIdleTimems.
ChangeStatus changes the status of the channel from
Idle_State to Busy_State or vice versa. It sets the timer
to BusyDuration after setting the channel status to
Busy_State. Whenever it changes the channel status to
Figure 5 Channel status.
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Idle_State, it sets the timer to a randomly selected
duration.
To monitor a channel, a node checks the Interference
Emulator Status attached to the channel during the sens-
ing period.
The amount of interference over a channel, induced by
an external network, can be varied by setting different
values forMeanIdleTime and BusyDuration.
2.4 Routing modifications
When simulating multi-radio multi-channel WMNs, con-
sidering a proper routing protocol is challenging. The
routing has to be considered as a joint problem with
the channel assignment [16,18-20], since any change in
the channel radio mapping affects the quality of the links
between nodes and may trigger the routing protocol to re-
route the traffic. On the other hand, the changes in the
traffic pattern have an impact on the next decision of the
channel assignment protocol. Therefore, the routing pro-
tocol and the routing metric must be modified to adapt to
the channel assignment [6,32].
In ns-3, the available routing protocols are not applica-
ble for multi-radio wireless networks when using dynamic
or hybrid channel assignment. Nevertheless, as we are
only focusing on fixed WMNs, where nodes are fixed
or have limited mobility, the static routing is a simple
way to avoid complexity related to the dynamic rout-
ing protocols. The global routing simulated in ns-3 pro-
vides static routing only for wired networks by filling
the routing tables at the beginning of the simulation. In
the case of wireless networks, there is no static routing
since the topology of a wireless network is determined
by the propagation model and other parameters at run
time [30].
Therefore, we have attached a static routing table to
each node and initialized it using Shortest Path First (SPF)
algorithm, minimizing the number of hops between each
node and any other destination. Each node knows about
the next hop node on the paths to all other nodes in the
network. Program 5 shows an entry of the Routing Table.
The routing table includes channel information of the
next hop nodes. This will give flexibility to routing proto-
cols which apply channel information in the metrics [6].
It is also very useful when the next hop node has more
than one receiving radio, and hence, it is accessible over
multiple channels.
The Routing Table can be filled either using a file con-
taining all shortest paths between all nodes or during the
simulation using route request messages. We have used
a file which is filled by R numerical tool [33] feeding the
position of nodes in the network.
The routing header which is attached to each packet has
the following elements:
• Sequence number
• Node ID of the source
• Node ID of the destination
• Node ID of the next hop device to the destination
• The time of originating the packet.
The relay nodes on the path from the source to the des-
tination update the ID of the next hop node in the header
and forward the packet.
2.5 Synchronization
In a dynamic or hybrid CA, the synchronization can
be achieved through exchanging messages either using
a fixed radio over a common channel or using the data
channels. Since each node assigns a channel to its receiv-
ing radio which differs from its neighbors, nodes must be
aware of the channels which are being used by their neigh-
bors and any upcoming switching to the new channel, in
case of using adaptive CAs. Moreover, if nodes sense the
medium to detect the external interference, they must be
aware of the sensing period of their neighbors to avoid ini-
tiating any transmission on the same channel that is being
sensed for detecting external interference.
We use the term event to refer to upcoming switching a
channel or sensing a channel event.
We use control messages to make nodes aware of
upcoming events. The key point is, instead of reporting
the time of each event, nodes report the remaining time
slots until the event. Neighboring nodes upon receiving
the message add the time slots reported in the received
control message to their local time to acquire the time of
each event.
To reduce the delay of receiving a control message,
which may affect the calculation, the control messages
have to get the highest priority to be transmitted along
other messages.
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This method works fine in ns-3, and nodes are able to
synchronize the events with their neighbors.
3 An example of CA implementation: SICA
In this section, we provide a brief explanation about
Semi-dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment
(SICA) mechanism as presented in [25,26]. We explain
in detail how each component of SICA is implemented
in ns-3. Notice that, in Sections 4 and 5, we tackle
the challenge of validating and verifying the simula-
tion model for SICA. We introduce a novel Markov
model to validate the SICA results from the theoreti-
cal point of view. We also develop a new automated
test module to verify the implementation of SICA in the
simulator.
Figures 6 and 7 show the class diagram and the col-
laboration diagram of using the defined classes to model
a channel assignment protocol. In the following section,
we show with more detail the simulation of a channel
assignment mechanism, called SICA, in ns-3 using the
components introduced before. Moreover, we provide the
details of some important process regarding the Data
Forwarding and Channel Selection.
SICA is a protocol proposed and simulated in ns-3 for
wireless mesh networks [25,26]. The source code of SICA
is available and can be accessed at [34].
SICA is implemented in a network where nodes are
equipped with two radio interfaces; each one is able to










Figure 6 Class diagram of the CA class.
channels. The radios will be referred to as the receiving
radio and the transmitting radio, and denoted by R and T,
respectively.
The aim of the channel assignment mechanism is to
select the channels which suffer less interferences in terms
of both internal and external interference. The channel
assignment mechanism selects and assigns a channel to
the R radio of each node. Then, the node switches the
T radio according to the receiving channel of its neigh-
bors to start transmission. After a channel switch, the
T radio remains on the same channel until all packets,
which are addressed to the same destination node, have
been sent or until a maximum period of time has expired
[25].
Nodes estimate the amount of external interference on
a channel via sensing the channel. Then, they use control
packets calledHello to exchange channel sensing informa-
tion and inform their neighbors about upcoming interface
switching for the receiving radio (R).
3.1 External interference estimation
Using the Channel Emulators (Section 2.3), the status of
a channel can be monitored as Busy or Idle. Each node
monitors the channel’s status for its receiving radio (R)
once in each sensing period of length TSS seconds. For
monitoring a channel c, the node checks the status of
the corresponding Channel Emulator (ce) at a pre-defined
rate (TSRate).
At the end of the monitoring period, the node estimates
the amount of external interference over a channel (Bext)
using Equation 2.
Bext(c) = Tbusy(c)Tbusy(c) + Tidle(c) (2)
Tbusy and Tidle show the duration of the Busy and the
Idle states, respectively.
Note that each node senses only one channel during the
monitoring period. It then sends this information to its
neighbors, and as its neighbors do the same, it gathers
information about other channels via the control packets
received from its neighbors (see Section 3.3).
The internal interference is estimated based on the
Interference Protocol Model proposed in [35]. Each node
is informed by its neighbors about the current channel
of their receiving radio. Therefore, a node i can calculate
the number of neighboring nodes over channel c (Ri(c)).
Then, the node estimates the density of interfering nodes
on channel c by Ri(c)Ni whereNi represents the total number
of neighbors of node i.
In SICA, nodes use the average of the estimated exter-
nal and internal interference over a channel as a metric to
select a channel that has more available capacity.

































Figure 7 Collaboration class diagram of the CA class.
3.2 Channel selection mechanism
The channel selection mechanism is developed as a
repeated game which uses the interference estimation
information and selects the best possible channel for the
receiving radio of a node.
Initially, the channel selection mechanism calculates
and assigns a weight to all available channels based on
the amount of internal and external interference esti-
mated over a channel. Then, the weights are updated using
the multiplicative weight update technique proposed in
[36,37].
We define wt(c) as the weight assigned to channel c at
time t. The channel assignment computes the probability




Initially, all weights are set to 1; thus, the probability of
selecting any channel is identical. After selecting a chan-
nel, the node gathers information from its neighbors and
updates the loss that it suffered. Then, the weights are
updated as follows:
wi,t(c) = wi,t−1(c) βMi(c), (4)
where Mi(c) is the loss suffered by node i considering the
external and internal interference over channel c [25], and
β is the game parameter in the range of (0, 1) [37].
Then, SICA selects a random channel considering the
probability of each channel as shown in Program 6.
Program 6 computes and sorts the probability of select-
ing a channel according to Equation 3 (lines 11 to 18 and
line 20). Then, it sorts the list of available channels based
on the weights (probabilities) assigned to each channel
(line 19). Line 21 computes the cumulative probability
vector by adding up each probability value with all prob-
abilities lower than it. Then, the probabilities are fed to
the empirical random variable generator (lines 22 and 23)
which generates a random number as an index for the
available channels’ list (line 24 of Program 6).
3.3 Control packet elements
Unlike most CAs proposed in the literature [16,20,22],
in SICA, there is no common control channel shared
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by all nodes. In SICA, the synchronization is achieved
through exchanging packets over the data channels. Since
each node can assign a different channel to its receiv-
ing (R) radio, nodes must be aware of the channels used
by their neighbors’ R radios. In SICA, a node broad-
casts Hello packets to report the channel of its R radio
to its neighbors. Figure 8 shows the content of a Hello
packet.
In addition to the receiving channel announcement,
Hello packets are used to inform about the channel sens-
ing information and the receiving channel of the neighbor-
ing nodes, so a node can compute the external and internal
interference for each channel. In order to do that, there is
a field in each packet which contains the amount of exter-
nal interference over the receiving channel estimated by
the node. The number of neighbors and the channels of
their receiving radio is also added at the end of each Hello
packet.
The remaining time before a node switches its R radio to
another channel and the remaining time before the node
starts sensing the current channel are also announced via
Hello packets. The announcements inform the neighbor-
ing nodes about upcoming channel switching or sensing
events.
3.4 Data and control transmission
For each channel c ∈ C, SICA maintains two
sequential first-in first-out queues for buffering packets
(Section 2.2.2): control packet queue (Qctrl(c)) and data
packet queue (Qd(c)). Qctrl(c) has higher priority than
Qd(c). The source and each node in the middle of the path
to the destination push each packet to the correspond-
ing queue attached to each channel. Each packet is time
stamped when it is pushed to the queue. Using the time
stamp as a reference, packets that remain in the queue for
a longer time than a certain threshold are discarded to
avoid saturation (see Section 2.2.2).
When the transmitter radio switches to a channel, it
fetches the stored packets from the queues and sends
them until there is no packet left in the queues or until
a maximum amount of time has elapsed [25]. Program 7






Receiving Radio MAC Address (Part 1)
Receiving Radio MAC Address (Part 2)
Remaining Time Before Switching To New Channel












Hello Sequence Number  
321
Originator Node ID  
Hello Originator Time
Neighbor 1 Node ID 
Neighbor 2 Node ID (if exist)
Neighbor 3 Node ID (if exist)
Receiving Channel (C) Busy Duration Over C
Receiving Channel −2Receiving Channel −1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
Next Receiving Channel
Receiving Channel −3
Figure 8 Hello packet elements.
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TInterfaceReadyToSend (line 4) is a function which gets
the ID of the channel and the estimation of the required
time to send a packet by the T radio and checks whether
it is possible or not to send a packet over the channel.
In the following cases, the TInterfaceReadyToSend
returns False, which prevents the node from sending pack-
ets over channel c:
• The channel is being sensed by any of the neighbors.
• The channel is busy due to the external interference.
• The T interface did not switch to the channel
successfully.
• The estimated transmission time is less than the
remaining time over the current channel.
4 Validating the gamemodel
Model validation deals with building the right model. It
is the process of determining whether a simulation model
is an accurate representation of the system. Validation
can be obtained based on mathematical proof of correct-
ness by comparing the results of the model with other
models [38,39].
The channel assignment in SICA is modeled as a
repeated game, where nodes compete to occupy the most
vacant channel (as explained in detail in Section 3.2). The
game is played repeatedly in a sequence of game rounds.
In each round, the player plays a mixed strategy based on
the weights assigned to each channel.
In the following section, we use a Markov chain model
to prove that the results of the game are consistent with
how the system operates. Moreover, the model compari-
son makes it possible to find under which conditions the
game converges to a steady state and which parameters
have greater effect on the performance.
We simulate the gamemodel using R numerical tool [33]
and compare the result with the results obtained using
the Markov model to compute the probability of selecting
channels.
We define the process of selecting a channel for a radio
interface at each node as a Markov chain.
Figure 9 shows the Markov chain that models how a
node selects the channels. The channel set (strategy set)
was mapped to the state space of the Markov model. The
payoff Pi = 1 − Mi is considered as the reward for the
transition between channel c and c´ by node i.
The probability of having a node at any of the state is
given by the Boltzmann distribution [40,41]. Equation 5
shows the transition probability from state c to c´, which is
related to the reward of the destination channel normal-









Here λ is the learning parameter whichmeans that small
values of λ enable the player to choose the optimal strat-
egy more accurately. For our model, we define λ = 1 − β ,
where β is the learning parameter used for the game
model of SICA (see Section 3).
Using the R tool, we have simulated the game-based
learning algorithm of SICA for a node. We define ρ´ as the
final probability vector of selecting each channel equal to
the mixed strategy vector obtained for the node. We com-
pare ρ´, obtained for different rounds of SICA algorithm,
with stationary channel transition vector ρ, obtained from
the Markov model (Figures 10 and 11). Moreover, we run
SICA in ns-3 simulator and report the probability distri-
bution of selecting channels over 200 s of simulation run.
(Figures 12 and 13).
Figure 10 shows the probability of selecting a channel at
each node. For clarity, we show the available bandwidth of
each channel with a red line at the same figure with the
probability distribution of selecting a channel. As shown,
the available bandwidth in each channel decreases linearly
from channels 1 to 8. The right y-axis shows the available
bandwidth related to the total bandwidth of a channel,
while the left y-axis shows the probability of selecting the
channel.
Figure 10 shows that the weighted learning algorithm
matches quite closely the result from solving the Markov
model after 100 rounds for β = 0.9.
We examine SICA and the Markov model for the case
that 50% of the channels (channels with the IDs from 5
to 8) are occupied by the external interference. The inter-
ference occupies 80% of the bandwidth of those channels,
while channels with the IDs from 1 to 4 are almost free.
Figure 11 shows that in this specific scenario, when
the decision about selecting the best channels is more
clear, the learning algorithm of SICA converges to the
Markov solution much faster, in this case only after 15
rounds.
The other technique for validating a model is showing
the model operation behavior over time [38]. To study the
behavior of SICA over time, we simulate SICA using ns-














Figure 9Markovian process of changing channel at node i.
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Figure 10 The probability of selecting a channel. The red line shows the available bandwidth of each channel for game rounds.
CBR traffic flows of 100 kbps. The results are obtained
averaging over 10 simulation runs, and the error bars show
the 90% confidence interval.
Figure 12 shows how the probability of selecting a tar-
get channel changes over time, when a different amount
of external interference is introduced on each channel.
Specifically, the channel with the higher ID suffers more
external interference. The figure shows that the nodes
tend to select the channel which offers more bandwidth,
which is the expected behavior of any CA.
Figure 13 shows the average probability of selecting each
channel over time when the external interference is intro-
duced on the first four channels (channels with the IDs
from 1 to 4) while other channels are free. The figure
shows that the probability of selecting any of the busy
channels tends to 0 over time, while the probability of
selecting any of the free channels (channels with the IDs
from 5 to 8) increases to 0.25 which confirms the results
shown in Figure 11. Moreover, it can be observed how
SICA achieves a proportional utilization of the four free
channels.
5 Verifying the simulationmodel
Model verification ensures that the computer program-
ming and implementation of the conceptual model are
correct [38]. Assertion checking is one of the dynamic
verification techniques for simulation model. Unlike
the static techniques which analyze the program to


































































Figure 11 The probability of selecting a channel where only 50% of the channels are free.
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Figure 12 The probability of selecting a channel for a node over time.
determine if it is correct (syntax analysis), dynamic verifi-
cation deals with checking the correctness of the values
which are obtained after executing the program [38,42].
To verify the simulation in ns-3, we design a state space
explorer (SSE) which is invoked by the major events that
happen in the simulations and performs state checking to
verify the correctness of the simulation.
We assume that the simulation, as a system, consists of a
group of entities joined together to accomplish the packet
delivery goal and hence virtually represents the operation
of the real system.
We consider each radio interface as an entity with the
following attributes:
• The frequency channel it is using
• The number of packets it has received
• The number of packets it has sent
• The number of packets it has dropped.
The State of the system (st) is the complete descrip-
tion of the system at any time which includes all enti-
ties and values of their attributes. We consider those





















Figure 13 The probability of selecting a channel for a node over time where only 50% of the channels are free.
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attributes which are relevant to the objective of inter-
est. st represents a function of all entities which assigns
a value to all attributes. We consider that ξ con-
tains all possible states of the system and call it state
space.
The Event (et) is any occurrence which changes the state
of the system. In our model, we consider the following
events:
• Sending a packet (Send, unconditional event)
• Receiving a packet (Receive, conditional,
et = Receive| et0 = Send t0 < t)
• Dropping a packet (Drop, conditional ,
et = Drop| et0 = Send t0 < t)
• Changing the channel of the radio interface (Channel
Change, unconditional event).
We define E as the set containing all above events.
The first three events occurred between two entities: the
sender and the receiver.
An Assertion is a property which must be held for all
states of the system to be able to prove the correctness of
the simulation.
For the simulation of the channel assignment protocol,
we define the following assertions:
• Only one channel must be assigned to a radio. In a
hybrid CA, after assigning a channel to a radio, the
radio may not switch immediately to the new channel
since the node must inform the neighbors about the
upcoming switching. Moreover, if a radio is receiving
data, the node will not switch until the end of the
data transmission. Therefore, CA must avoid
assigning a new channel to a radio before the
previous channel assignation took effect.
• There must be a common channel between the
sender radio and the receiver radio at any given time.
In dynamic and hybrid CAs, the data transmission
mechanism must be sure that the radios of the nodes
are tuned to the same channel before the transmission
starts. This must be achieved through an appropriate
synchronization and switching mechanism.
We have designed SSE in ns-3, which starts from the ini-
tial state of the system and reaches the successor state fol-
lowing the simulation events, and checks for any violation
from the assertions.
s0 is defined as the initial state of the simulation. We
define s´ as explored by s0 if s´ is the successor state of
the system after the triggering event e (e ∈ E), and
we notate it as s0
e→ s´. The event handler is triggered
by any of the events in E , and it calls the state con-
trol procedure to check the assertion of the successor
event.
fi,c is defined as the number of receiving radios of node i




fi,k = Ii , ∀i ∈ N , (6)
where Ii represents the number of radio interfaces of node
i.
For any transmission pairs (i, j), the assertion condition
is
∃c ∈ C , fi,c.fj,c = 1. (7)
Algorithm 1 shows the state check algorithm which is
triggered by sending, receiving, or dropping packet events
and checks if any violations happen from the assertions.
Algorithm 1: StateCheck1 (St , et−1, P)
Input: The current state of the system at time t (St),
the last event which moved the system to state
St (et−1), and the pointer to the packet in the
case of sending and receiving events (P)
Output: Whether the assertion holds or not















Algorithm 2 shows the process of checking a Chan-
nel Change event. The state checker gets the node which
selects the new channels and checks whether the num-
ber of channels selected by the node is equal or less
than the number of radio interfaces it has. In SICA, each
node selects only one channel at a time and all nodes
are equipped with two radio interfaces; thus, the viola-
tion from the assertions never happens for the Channel
Change events.
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Algorithm 2: StateCheck2 (St , et−1)
Input: The current state of the system at time t (St)
and the last event which moved the system to
state St (et−1)
Output: Whether the assertion holds or not






C=N− > Channels() ;
I=N− > Radios();







Figures 14 and 15 are obtained running State Space
Check algorithm (Algorithm 1) for checking the simula-
tion events of SICA. The simulation parameters are the
same as the parameters considered for Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the state space control for Send, Receive,
and Drop events. The figure depicts the number of events
that happened during 200 s of simulation run and the
number of events for which the assertion holds. The figure
shows that SICA does not violate any of the assertions.
Figure 15 shows the number of packets which have
been sent, received, or dropped on each channel when
the external interference is introduced over channels with
the IDs from 1 to 4. The figure confirms that SICA
makes the network use the capacity of the free channels
efficiently.
Figure 16 shows the average number of radio inter-
faces over each channel during the simulation time. Note
that the simulation parameters are the same as those in
Figure 15. The figure shows that the number of radio
interfaces over the set of channels that are occupied by
external interference decreases over time. It proves that
the channel assignment successfully detects and avoids
the channels which are occupied by external interference
as it is expected.
Figure 17 shows the average number of packets (with
a size of 1 kb) in each data queue over the time. The
figure shows that the proposed data delivery mechanism
ensures that the number of waiting packets in each chan-
nel is lower than the default maximum queue size in ns-3
(100 packets) [30]. In addition, the maximum number of
packets waiting in a queue at the beginning of the simu-
lation (marked in red), happened over those channels that
are kept busy by external interference.
6 Related work
Channel assignment is a problem that must be solved
toward the implementation of wireless mesh networks,
and it has been studied extensively during the last years.
Although many solutions have been considered for chan-
nel assignment [3-13,16-24,43-47], few proposals are











Figure 14 Protocols events and the assertions.
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Figure 15 Number of events over each channel.
as the interference induced from other wireless networks
[16,22,25,48].
The first interference aware CA mechanism is Breath
First Search Channel Assignment (BFSCA) [16]. BFSCA
is a priority-based and centralized algorithm which
assigns better channels to the links that are close to
the gateway. The channel assignment assumes that there
is a common channel between nodes for coordination.
Another relevant adaptive and semi-dynamic CA pro-
posal is Urban-X [22]. Urban-X is a traffic and interference
aware CA which relies on a common channel between
nodes for exchanging control packets.
Semi-dynamic Interference aware Channel Assign-
ment (SICA) [25] is a game-based CA mechanism
that considers both the internal and external interfer-
ence. SICA is distributed and assumes that in wire-
less networks, nodes do not have perfect information
about their neighbors. This is the main contribution
that differentiates SICA from other game-based CAs



































Figure 16 The average number of radio interfaces over each channel during the simulation time.







































Figure 17 The average length of queues during the simulation time.
radio interface over a common channel. The implemen-
tation of SICA in ns-3 has been detailed in the previous
section.
Simulating SICA and any other hybrid or dynamic CA
in the current network simulators needs some general
components which are missing in all simulators. The nec-
essarymodifications for ns-2 simulator [56], for evaluating
multi-radio wireless networks, are presented in [29]. The
manual is restricted to the static channel assignment,
which assigns a channel to the radio interface of a node
before the simulation starts and keeps the configuration
until the end of the simulation. Unlike the previous work,
we provide the essential steps toward simulating chan-
nel assignment protocols in ns-3 simulator in this paper,
including the validation of the game model used in SICA
with a Markov model.
Furthermore, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is the first time that the correctness of the channel
assignment simulation is controlled through checking the
simulation events.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the extensions which
must be done in ns-3 simulator to simulate channel
assignment mechanisms for multi-radio wireless net-
works. We provided the simulation details of the Semi-
dynamic Interference aware Channel Assignment (SICA)
mechanism which is proposed in [25,26]. In addition, the
source code of SICA is published and available in [34].
We also tackled the challenge of testing the simulation
model in channel assignment protocols by using SICA as
an example. We proposed a new Markov model and an
automated test algorithm.
We verified the simulation of SICA using a novel
state space checker which checks the relevant simulation
events for any violation from the feasibility conditions
of channel assignment solution. The results prove the
correctness of the simulation and show that SICA is capa-
ble of utilizing the channels in a fair and efficient way.
Moreover, we justified the results obtained by the game
theory-based model of SICA, using a new Markov chain
model.
In the future, we plan to expand our implementation
by improving the data delivery mechanism to incorpo-
rate differentiated priority scheduling, such that higher
priority traffic can be transmitted in preference to lower
priority traffic. It is also desired to consider traffic rate
adaptation for channel assignment in addition to design-
ing a method to avoid saturation of data queues for high
rate traffic. We also plan to investigate the necessary mod-
ifications to the routing protocol for making it able to
work along hybrid channel assignment protocols.
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